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About BISP

BISP   is an industry leading professional services firm focused on helping clients successfully 
delivering Enterprise Planning and Budgeting, Financial Consolidation and Analytics 
Solutions. Our primary objective is to use our expertise to offer the best EPM/BI/Data 
Visualization solutions cost-effectively.

➢ Financial Consolidation with Statutory Reporting
➢ Planning/Budgeting Solution
➢ Managed Services 
➢ BI Reporting, Dashboard and Analytics

For past many years, we helped global organization to gain deeper financial insights with 
Oracle EPM Solutions. Our best practices enables business decisions more accurate that drive 
profit and efficiency.
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The Demise of Traditional Planning/Budgeting Process

Successful organizations are transforming their business and embracing the benefits 
of a flexible, modern EPM solution.

There’s too much data, too many reports, too many systems, and too much
complexity. At the end of the day, no confidence in the data, in the reports, and
ultimately causing failure in decision making.

Modern Financial Planning for Modern Business

Modern Oracle EPM drivers based planning
solution let you play around during the
revenue and expense planning process to
see how the changes you might make could
affect your bottom line. A modern, cloud-
based EPM solution can help you move from
strategic plans to exceptional results. As the
demand for better insight and more accurate
information explodes, finance groups are
facing the uncomfortable reality that legacy
system is not designed to difficulties.
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The Demise of Traditional Planning/Budgeting Process

Key Features of Oracle Enterprise Planning-Financial Planning

Easy Integration with ERP System : When paired with enterprise resource planning (ERP) 
systems, Oracle EPM helps your organization manage around planned—and unplanned—
changes in your business environment.

Smart Move from Spreadsheets to Driver-based Forecasting : Implementing driver-based 
forecasting can be setup in spreadsheet environment using Smartview Add-in with no prior 
experience with tool.

Enterprise View as Appose to Departmental View: Getting an enterprise view of an 
Organization not just a departmental view, informed decision-making to every area of your 
business—from sales and marketing to IT, HR, operations and beyond.

Driver Based Planning : Driver based planning let you define drivers in order to simulate 
multiple business scenarios-key factors that influence performance of the business. Drivers can 
also be changed depending on both internal and external factors like competition, business 
conditions.

Perfect Agile and Forward-Looking Planning : Forward-looking strategies for the business, the 
right EPM solution with experienced consultants give you the ability to drive accurate and agile 
plans, optimize the financial close, and focus on the innovation that distinguishes your 
business.



Driver and Trend Based and Revenue Planning
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Modern business forward looking strategy needs highly robust revenue planning. Revenue 
planning is vital to most companies when conducting budgeting, forecasting and reporting. 
Revenue planning let you simulate various scenarios that may integrates costs and revenue 
with sales unit volumes, or projection of leads with target revenue. By changing drivers and 
assumptions, revenue summary can be projected across product line or source of revenue. 



Linking Revenue Assumptions with Revenue Analysis
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Planner can change driver and assumption values and formulate various cases. These cases can 
be compared across products, channels, customers or entities in order to reach some 
actionable information. 

Conduct what-if analysis based on different revenue scenarios and assumptions.



Expense Planning (Controlled through Drivers and Assumptions)
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Expense planning helps organization to control expenses which do not contribute to revenue 
directly, finding several gaps to low down expenses. 

Driver-based—Enter global rate assumptions and other assumption.
Trend-based—Enter trend-based assumptions that let you plan and forecast based on trends.
Direct Entry—Directly enter data, for example if your planning and forecasting does not have 
historic trends or specific business drivers.



Financial Statement Planning
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Forecasting the income statement is a lays the foundation of 3-statement model because 
it drives much of the balance sheet and cash flow statement forecasts. One can setup and 
adjust drivers that will result in calculated balance sheet accounts.



Corporate Outlook : Strategies to Plans and Execution.
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Align planning across the enterprise, so that you can develop agile forecasts for all lines of 
business and provide more accurate corporate outlook. Actionable information be formulated 
by changing assumption, changes and making required adjustments.

a) Shareholder Value b) Market Price Comparison c) Scenario Comparison and d) Earning Per 
Share.
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Variance analysis looks shows difference between plan vs. actual, it assists organization to 
identify the gaps found during planning and budgeting phase. Management often looks at 
what that difference means to the business. BISP provides the plan vs. actual data as part of 
implementation planning, that owners and managers need to do that critical variance analysis.

Corporate Outlook : Variance Analysis



Financial and Non-Financial KPIs
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Once planning and budget cycles gets completed, CEOs, CFO and CXO willing to compare
organization financial performance with its competitors, How well a company is doing regarding
generating revenue and profits can be found in KPI, it is a measurable value. Monitoring KPIs
shows whether a business is achieving its long-term goals.
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